solutions... for manual drum handling

15BT DELUXE SERIES DRUM TRUCK
Four wheel design enables user to quickly and easily load and unload drums from pallet.

20BT DELUXE SERIES DRUM TRUCK
Floating axle reduces effort required to break over and balance load.

30BT DELUXE SERIES DRUM TRUCK
Multi-function drum truck allows you to move drums on four wheels and to store or dispense as a drum cradle.

40BT DELUXE SERIES DRUM TRUCK
Handles all poly and fiber drums, except over-packs.

45BT DELUXE SERIES DRUM TRUCK
Recommended primarily for handling of over-packs.

156DH DRUM - HAND TRUCK
Utility of a hand truck and drum truck. Also available in Stainless Steel.

MANUAL ALUMINUM DRUM TRUCK
Dual disc brakes for ramp safety. Two chime hook choices, two wheel choices.

KNOCK DOWN (KD) DRUM TRUCK
1,000 lb. capacity. Ships boxed which saves on freight costs. Requires minimal assembly. Six models available. (Stainless Steel model shown.)
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solutions... for vertical drum positioners and lifters

ERGONOMIC DRUM HANDLERS
Wesco’s DM-100 Series Drum Lifters offer the patented Gator Grip® Head for secure drum lifting. With a variety of models and options, the DM-1100’s are the safest choice for all vertical drum lifting and positioning applications.

for drum handling accessories

DRUM RACK
DELUXE DRUM CRADLE
GATOR GRIP® DRUM GRAB
OPEN HEAD DRUM LIFTER
POLYJAWS
304 STAINLESS STEEL ROTARY PUMP
NON-SPARKING DEHEADER
DRUM DOLLY
DRUM GRAB FOR 55 GALLON STEEL DRUMS
solutions... for industrial hand trucks

SERIES 156 HAND TRUCK
Versatile frame that allows one or two hand control. Also available in steel with six wheel choices.

SERIES 156DH DRUM - HAND TRUCK
Utility of a hand truck and drum truck. Also available in Stainless Steel.

HEAVY DUTY WAREHOUSE TRUCKS
Dual handle design. Large nose plate, 10" x 16.5" x .25" thick. Available in two or four wheel models.

136 SERIES HAND TRUCK WITH FOLDING NOSE
Two handle tapered body design for safe handling larger, bulky loads.

186 SERIES HEAVY DUTY HAND TRUCK
Rear caster design for effortless transport of loads.

for high pressure and liquid cylinder transport

PROFESSIONAL SERIES CYLINDER TRUCKS
Quick and safe transport of high pressure cylinders.

HYDRAULIC LARGE LIQUID CYLINDER TRUCK
Lifts and transports liquid cylinders effortlessly.

LARGE LIQUID CYLINDER TRUCK
Safe transport of large 20" liquid gas cylinders.

POWER DRIVE LARGE LIQUID CYLINDER TRUCK
Ultimate in mobility and ease of transport.
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solutions... for appliance and vending trucks

STEEL APPLIANCE HAND TRUCK
Rugged tubular steel construction.

STAIRKING WITH KICK-OUT WHEEL
Provides four-wheel stability.

HEAVY DUTY VENDING TRUCK
1,800 lb. capacity with front wheel locks for safe, stable transport.

LIFTKAR HD
Powered Stair Climber. High capacity. (Shown with optional fold-out wheel carriage and snap-on toe plate.)

LIFTKAR SAL
Powered Stair Climber. 375 lb. capacity, high speed climbing - up to 48 steps per minute. (Shown with folding handle.)

STAIRKING BATTERY POWERED STAIR CLIMBING APPLIANCE TRUCK
Fully welded frame with industrial chain drive.

for aluminum and “2 in 1” hand trucks

POWERED CONVERTIBLE TRUCK - COBRA PRO SR.
Variable speed fingertip control - forward and reverse.

CONVERTIBLE TRUCK - SPARTAN ECONOMY JR. AND SR.
Value priced truck with pedal release for easy conversion from two wheel to four wheel.

SERIES 410 COBRA-LITE HAND TRUCK
Quality, lightweight truck at an economical price.

COBRA PLATFORM DECK OPTION  COBRA FOLDING NOSE OPTION
solutions...
for hydraulic and manual lifts

TWO WHEEL WINCH PEDALIFT
Manual winch with auto-brake.
Low maintenance design.
Available with platform.

FOUR WHEEL HYDRAULIC PEDALIFT
Foot operated hydraulic pump raises fork or platform, foot release lowers.
Five models available, including lightweight aluminum.
(Stainless Steel shown.)

FOUR WHEEL 1,000 LB. HYDRAULIC STACKER
Foot pedal, pump and release.
Available in fork or platform models.
Forks touch the floor on all fork models.

1,500-2,000 LB. POWER LIFT FORK STACKER
Adjustable forks and base legs.
Power Drive and 5th Wheel Options available.

DUAL PLATFORM POWER LIFT STACKER
1,500-2,000 LB.
Power Drive and 5th Wheel Options available.

1,500-2,000 LB. POWER LIFT PLATFORM STACKER
Power Drive and 5th Wheel Options available.

POWER LIFT ROLL TOP STACKER
1,500-2,000 LB.
Roller top and push pull options safely transfer loads.
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solutions...
for hydraulic, powered and scissors lift tables

**MEDIUM & HEAVY DUTY HYDRAULIC LIFT TABLES**
Push handle with foot operated floor lock.

**POWERED LIFT TABLE**
Up to 6,000 lb. capacity with Push-Pull, Roller Top and Ball Transfer available. Power drive.

**POWERED LIFT SCISSORS TABLE**
12 volt rechargeable, deep cycle batteries with on board charger and battery gauge.

**SCISSORS TABLE WITH ROLLER TOP**
Roller top permits easy movement of cargo for loading and unloading. Hydraulic foot pump.

**DOUBLE SCISSORS HIGH LIFT TABLE**
Lever release handle and foot operated pump.

**LONG DECK SCISSORS TABLE**
Lever release handle and foot operated pump.

**PALLET LEVELER**
Progressively lowers as pallet is loaded and raises as pallet is unloaded. Pneumatic and spring models available.
solutions... for dock and warehouse equipment

STAINLESS STEEL PALLET TRUCK
For use in food industry and areas where corrosion resistant wash down is needed.

DELUXE ADJUSTABLE FORK PALLET TRUCK
Adjusts from 21” fork width to 27” fork width.

CPI PALLET TRUCK
Narrow aisle 18” wide forks available.

SEMIELEETRIC PALLET TRUCK
Manual lift, power drive. Two fork widths available.

STAINLESS STEEL MANUAL LIFT PALLET TRUCK
Telescoping model. Quick Lift setting allows operator to raise the forks with fewer strokes.

ELECTRIC HIGH LIFT PALLET TRUCK
Telescoping and Non-Telescoping models available. 10-12 second lift time unloaded.

EASY AS 1-2-3-GO!

SCALE PALLET TRUCK
LED display, Mettler-Toledo Hawk scale/sensor.

PALLET TRUCK CHOCK
High visibility yellow chock secures pallet truck and will not slip.
Lexco Lift Tables are custom designed for the most demanding applications including die handling, helicopter blade transport and missile positioning.
solutions...
for platform trucks, carts and foldable trucks

ALUMINUM PLATFORM TRUCK

STEEL GRID DECK PLATFORM TRUCK

GREENLINE STEEL PANEL CART

ECONOMY STEEL PLATFORM TRUCK

STAINLESS STEEL FOLDING HANDLE TRUCK

POWER DRIVE PLATFORM TRUCK

PLASTIC BOX TRUCK

TILT CART

FOLDING HAND TRUCKS
From left: Mini Mover, SuperLite, Maxi Mover, Mega Mover
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more solutions...
from our IWS partner companies

BLUFF MANUFACTURING

YARD RAMPS

EDGE OF DOCK LEVELERS

TUFF GUARD SAFETY RAIL

STEEL DOCK BOARDS

MEZZANINE STRUCTURES

NORDOCK

DOCK LEVELERS

LOGI-SMART® CONTROL PANEL

COLDSTORAGE™ LEVELERS

SMART-HOOK® VEHICLE RESTRAINT

WEARTOUGH® SEALS & SHELTERS

DOCK LIFT™

1-800-433-2212
www.bluffmanufacturing.com

1-866-885-4276
www.nordockinc.com
INTEGRATED WAREHOUSE SOLUTIONS™ represents the coming together of quality known brands within the material handling industry to serve the needs of our customers and prospects on an international basis. As a solutions provider, our goal is to create, manufacture and market products that exceed your expectation. Our products focus on making the work environment both safer and more efficient. As you evaluate your material handling needs, we will strive to earn your business with quality workmanship and the dedication of our associates.

For all your material handling solutions.

www.iwsolutions.com